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ABSTRACT 
The distribution of spectra of scalar and matrix polynomials generated by solutions 
of Yule-Walker type equations with respect to the real line and the unit circle is 
investigated. A description of the spectral distribution is given in terms of the inertia of 
the corresponding hermitian block Hankel or block Toeplitz matrix. These results can 
be viewed as matrix analogues of M. G. Krein’s theorems on polynomials orthogonal on 
the unit circle. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a hermitian In x In block Hankel matrix H = [Hi+Jf,;&, with 
n x n blocks and the equation 
-[Lo Ll *a- L[_,]H = [ Hl Hl+, ... HzI_, U], (0.1) 
where U is an arbitrary n x n matrix. The equation (O.l), referred to as a 
(block) Yule-Walker type equation, appears in a time series analysis (see e.g., 
[13]) and the inversion problem for block Hankel matrices (e.g., [ll, 121). 
It turns out that the Yule-Walker equation (0.1) with an appropriate choice 
of U produces a manic matrix polynomial L(h) = X’I + E3fZhxjLj whose 
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spectral distribution can be described in terms of the inertial of the matrix H. 
This result is given in Theorem 2.1 below. Conversely, given a manic matrix 
polynomial L(X), conditions on L(X) are found to assure the existence of an 
invertible hermitian block Hankel matrix H such that (0.1) with a specific U is 
valid (see Theorem 2.5). 
Corresponding results for block Toeplitz matrices are presented in Sec- 
tion III. 
The approach adopted in this work relies of the Gohberg-Lancaster- 
Rodman spectral theory of matrix polynomials developed in [5] and subse- 
quent works. More precisely, let 
L(X) =L,+hL, + m-f +A!-'Ll_, + X'L, (LjECnX", j= O,l,...,Z) 
be an n x n manic matrix polynomial (that is, Ll = I, the n x n identity 
matrix). A complex number X, is referred to as an eigendue of L(A) if 
det L(A,,) = 0. Th e set of all eigenvalues of L(A) constitutes the spectrum 
u(L) of L(A). 
A pair of matrices (X, T) [respectively, (T, Z)], where X, Z are n x p and 
p x n, respectively, and T is p x p, is said to be a right [respectively, left] 
admissible pair of order p. An admissible pair of order In is called a right 
(respectively, left) t d d s an ar pair of the manic matrix polynomial L(h) if the 
In X In matrix 
col( xT$l; --I 
respectively, row(TjZ)isi g [Z TZ . . . T"Z]) 
is nonsingular and the equation 
L,X+L,XT+ ..* Ll_,XT'-'+ XT'= 0 
( respectively, ZL, + TZL, + ... T'-'Ll_, + T'Z = 0) 
is valid. The matrix T is called a linearization of L(h) and can be character- 
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ized as a matrix similar to any of the block companion matrices 
0 Z . . 0 
c,= : : . . : I . . . 0 0 . . . z ’ -Lo -L, *-- -4-1 1 
1 0 0 **- 0 -L, z 0 .-* 0 -L, 6, . . . = Z 0 -L2 -.. 0 II -L,_, 
(0.2) 
associated with the manic matrix polynomial L(X). 
Important examples of right and left standard pairs are provided by the 
so-called companion pairs (X(O), CL) and (CL, Z(O)), where 
x(O)= [I 0 *a* 01, z(O) = [ 0 . . . 0 I]*. 
A right standard pair of a special form, called a right Jordan pair, provides a 
complete description of the spectral properties of the given manic matrix 
polynomial and can be introduced as the pair (Q, J), in which J is a Jordan 
form of CL and Q = X(‘S, where S stands for a matrix transforming CL into a 
Jordan form: C, = SJS- ‘. The spectral meaning of a right Jordan pair stems 
from the fact that a(L) coincides with the spectrum of the matrix J and the 
columns of the n x In matrix Q form a canonical system of (right) Jordan 
chains of the manic matrix polynomial L(A) (refer to [5] for a detailed 
exposition). Here we only recall that a sequence of n-dimensional (column) 
vectors a,, +r, . . . , CPp, (9, # 0) is said to be a right Jordan chain of L(A) of 
length k + 1 corresponding to the eigenvalue X, E (I( L) if the following 
equalities hold: 
&~L”‘(?,)ms-j=o (s=O,l,...,k). 
Here L(j)( &,) denotes the jth derivative of L(A) with respect to X computed at 
&,. Note that the leading vector a0 of a Jordan chain is an eigenoector of L(X) 
corresponding to the eigenvalue of &,,, that is, L(A&Bo = 0. 
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Left Jordan pairs and left Jordan chains are defined in a similar way and 
are closely related to the right Jordan pairs and chains of the complex 
conjugate matrix polynomial L*(X) + x’l + Cj,:AjL,T (see [5] for precise state- 
ments). Note also that properties of matrix polynomials with invertible leading 
coefficient Lt are similar to those of manic matrix polynomials. 
I. EQUATIONS IN COMPANION MATRICES AND YULE-WALKER 
TYPE EQUATIONS 
General propositions concerning relations between the equations in block 
companion matrices and Yule-Walker type equations with block Hankel and 
Toeplitz matrices are presented in this section. The first of them is partly 
contained in [ll, 121. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let H = [ Hj+j]i,jiO be a block Hankel matrix with 
n x n blocks. If the equations 
-[Lo L, *** Lt-,] H = [ Ht Ht,, .** H,t-, u]> 
(1.1) 
are solvable for some matrices U and V, then the following Lyapunov equation 
holds: 
C,H - He, = diag[O,. . . ,O, U - V], (1.2) 
where the companion matrices C,, eM are associated with the manic matrix 
polynomials L(A) = CjiAAjLj + hfl and M(X) = CjzAXjMj + kI, respectively. 
Conversely, the equation 
C,H - HtM = diag[O, . . . ,O, W] (1.3) 
yields the solvability of the equations in (1.1) with 
u= w-x2, v= -w-z,, P-4) 
<[I1 ZJ . . . 
I-IJ A] =4’-‘7 . . . ‘7 07]- 
‘JuauIaJt?Js Sno8o~t?ul? UB amq a~ ‘uo!lenba u!a$g aq~ 04 %upaa3oJd 
‘4 = A - n Apuanbasuo3 put? 1~ - Zx = M amq a~ ‘(p.1) 
qg~ BupPrduro=) Szs- = A ‘Ig- = n kldur! (1.1) suogsnba aq$ aeq~ 330~ 
n 
yoold aq~ sala[duroa 
S!yJ, ‘(1’1) U! uo!wnba puO3aS 343 03 ‘(~‘1) JO Ma!A u! ‘spsq (6.1) u! sap!s 
qJoq uo suwrqo~ y3oIq ~sel aq$ 30 uos!_reduro3 e ‘kipe~~uus .(p.~) u! paurjap 
n X!JJEW aqJ ~J!M (1.1) u! uo!lmba $s.y aq$ alz!.rap @“a a& ‘sap!s q$oq 
uo SMOJ yao[q $se[ aq$ Buyxduro3 ‘ploy (6.1) uogenba aq$ *aI ‘Qasmmo3 
TMOI[OJ (z-1) uo!aenba aq4 amaH 
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be solvable for some n x n matrices U and V. Then the Stein equation 
T - C,TC?, = diag[O, . . . ,O, W] , (1.6) 
holds. Here C,, e,,,, are companion matrices associated with the manic matrix 
polynomials L(A) = EfSAAjLj + 21, M(A) = E:f,AXjMj + h[l, respectively, and 
W is dejkd by 
W = VM” + 2 T,_jMj = LOU + f: Lj’&l 
j=l j=l 
(Lr = M, = I). (1.7) 
Conversely, if (1.6) is valid, then the equations (1.5) hold with U and V 
satisfying (1.7). 
Proof. It is easily observed that, in view of the equations (1.5), 
T, T, *. . T-1+3 
CL& = : : 
ii 4 F-1 T,_, *-* T, 6, V T,_, **. Tl 
where W is given by 
W = VM, + 5 Tl_jMj 
j=l 
(MI = I). 
Thus (1.6) is valid. The second equality in (1.7) is verified by multiplying the 
second block equation in (1.5) by [L, L, * * - L,_ 1] from the left and using 
the first equation in (1.5). 
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To check the converse statement, compare the last block rows on both 
sides in (1.6) to deduce 
-[Lo Ll **- LI_,]T& [ Tl_, **- Tl To - w]. (1.8) 
Denote -[L, L, *a* L[_,]T = [T[ T/_, *** T; 1. Then the equation 
above implies Tj’ = Tj for j = 1,2, _ . . , 2 - 1, and so the first equation in (1.5) 
with V = Tl follows. Note that a comparison of the last blocks on both sides in 
(1.8) shows that the matrix V = Tl satisfies the first equation in (1.7). 
In a similar manner we deduce that (1.6) implies the second equation in 
(1.5) with U satisfying the second equation in (1.7). n 
We now recall the following notion. Given a block Toeplitz matrix T = 
[Ti_j]f,<50 with n x n blocks, the (1 + l)n x (1 + 1)n block Toeplitz matrix 
TO T_, *.a 
T, T, 
i . 
* .* 
f= : : 
Tz-1 Tl-2 **. 
V T,_, *a* 
is referred to as a (U, V) extension of T. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let the matrices V, V, and W be related as in (1.7). 
Then the equations (1.5) are solvable if and only if the following equations with 
the (U, V) extension ? of the matrix T are solvable: 
[Lo L, **- Ll_, I]?= [o --* 0 WI, 
MO 0 f: =:. I.1 IIW-l 0 I W (1.9) 
The proof of the proposition is straightforward and is thus omitted. 
Note that the relation between the equations (1.5) and (1 .Q) has been 
indicated in [lo] and, in a slightly different form, in [S]. 
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II. DISTRIBUTION OF SPECTRA WITH RESPECT TO THE REAL LINE 
In presenting the results of this section we need some additional notational 
devices. First recall that the inertia In(A) of a square matrix A is defined by 
the triple of integers (x, v, 6) where T (respectively, v and 6) stands for the 
number of eigenvalues of A (counting multiplicities) lying in the open right 
half plane (respectively, in the open left half plane and on the imaginary axis). 
The inertia of a manic matrix polynomial can be then defined as the inertia 
of the associated block companion matrix. 
A matrix A is referred to as strongly dissipative if its imaginary part 
(l/i)( A - A*) is positive definite. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let H = [ Hi+j]i,;iO stand for a hermitian block Hankel 
matrix with n x n blocks, of the equation 
-[Lo L, .a. L,_,]H = [ Ht H,,, ..* H,t-, U] (2.1) 
is solvable for a strongly dissipative matrix U, then the manic matrix polynomial 
L(X) = L, + AL, -i- e.0 +x’-‘Lt_, + A9 
generated by the equation (2.1) has no real eigenvalues, and the number of its 
eigenvalues (counting multiplicities) lying in the upper (respectively, lower) 
open half plane equals the number of positive (respectively, negative) eigenval- 
ues of the matrix H. 
in particular, if H is positive definite, then for every strongly dissipative 
n x n matrix U, the equation (2.1) produces a manic matrix polynomial the 
spectrum of which is located in the open upper half plane. 
Proof. Since the matrix H is hermitian, the equation (2.1) yields the the 
second equation in (1.1) with Mj = LT and V = U*. By Proposition 1.1, these 
equations imply the following Lyapunov equation: 
where the matrix R = (l/i)(U - U*) is positive definite by the assumption. It 
remains to observe that the pair (C,, diag[O, . . . , 0, R]) is controllable and to 
use the well-known inertia theorem (e.g., [9, p. 4491) to derive 6((l/i)C,) = 
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6(H) = 0 and In((l/i)C,) = In(H). Since the eigenvalues of L(X) and C, 
coincide, the assertion of the theorem follows. n 
Remark that, by Theorem 2.1, the solvability of (2.1) with a strongly 
dissipative U yields the nonsingularity of H. Hence solvability of only one 
block equation of Yule-Walker type is required to deduce the invertibility of a 
symmetric block Hankel matrix. 
In order to establish a converse statement, we need the following solvabil- 
ity condition established in [8] (for a different proof, see [S]). 
THEOREM 2.2. The equation 
AX - XB = C 
is solvable if and only if, for every common eigenvalue X, of A and B (if any), 
the equalities 
$ $j%$_j = 0 (k = min( k,, ka)) (2.3) 
j=O 
hold for any left Jordan chain 1+5,*, $: . . . , $$, of A and any right Jordan chain 
40. $1,. . . > qbk, of B corresponding to the eigenvalue &. 
In the case of equations in block companion matrices, the result above 
reduces to the following: 
THEOREM 2.3. The equations 
e,X-XC,=diag[W,O,...,O] (24 
and 
C,X - Xe, = diag[O, . . . ,0, W] (24 
are solvable a;f and only ay, for any common eigenvalue X, of the manic matrix 
polynomials L(A) and M(X) (if any), the conditions 
=$ \kjrw@,_j = 0 
j=O 
(k = min(k,, k,)) (2.6) 
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are fulfilled for any lej? Jordan chain *z, *T, . . . , *c of the manic matrix 
polynomial L(X) and any right Jordan chain aO, @p,, . . . , +k2 of M(X) corre- 
sponding to b. 
Proof. The n x k, matrix Q = [@a, a,, . . . , +,J forms a right Jordan 
chain for M(X) corresponding to the eigenvalue X, if and only if the In x k, 
matrix col(QJj)f& where JE Ckzxk 2 stands for the Jordan cell associated with 
&,,, constitutes a right Jordan chain for the block companion matrix C,. A 
similar relation holds between the left Jordan chains of L(A) and 6,. Applying 
the conditions (2.3) to the matrices A = e, and B = C,, we derive the 
assertion of the theorem in regard to the equation (2.4). 
It remains to observe that the eauations f2.4) and (2.5) are equivalent. _ \ I 
Indeed, using the obvious relation 
where 
we easily check that a matrix X is a solution of (2.5) if and only if the matrix 
S,XS, is a solution of (2.4). This completes the proof. n 
Note that Theorem 2.3 above, in conjunction with a result in [ll, p. 1481, 
leads to a criterion for solvability of certain linear equations in matrix polyno- 
mials. 
Another consequence of Theorem 2.3 presented below is concerned with 
the spectral structure of products of two manic matrix polynomials. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let JL and JM stand for linearizations of the manic 
matrix polynomials L(X) and M(X), respectively. Then the matrix 
JzJLo 
[ 1 0 JM 
is a linearization of the product M(X) L(X) if and only if, for each common 
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eigenvalue Ae of L( A) and M(A) (if any), the conditions 
$*y*I_j=O (k=min(k,,kz)) 
j=O 
are fulfilled for any left Jordan chain \k,*, qf, . . . , qc of the manic matrix 
polynomial L(X) and any right Jordan chain O,, al,. . . , ak, of M(X) corre- 
sponding to &. 
Proof. According to the Roth criterion, the equation (2.5) with W = 1 is 
solvable if and only if the following similarity condition holds: 
(2.7) 
where V = diag[O, . . . ,O, I]. Now observe [5, p. 851 that the matrix on the 
right in (2.7) is a linearization of the product M(A) L( A) and that the similarity ^ 
condition above just means that the direct sum diag[CL, C,] is also a lineariza- 
tion of the indicated product. A comparison with the assertion of Theorem 
2.3, in which W = 1, yields the result. n 
We are now in position to obtain a statement which is converse in some 
sense to that in Theorem 2.1. In what follows we use the notation A > 0 for a 
(hermitian) positive definite matrix A. 
THEOREM 2.5. Given a manic matrix polynomial L(A), there exists an 
invertible hermitian block Hankel matrix H satisfying (2.1) with a strongly 
dissipative matrix U if and only if f or every symmetric pair of eigenvalues &,, & 
of L(A) (if any) the conditions 
6 *ywb,_j = 0 
j=o 
(k = min(kl, k,)), (2.8) 
where W = U - II*, 
and ‘PO*, (PT, . . 
are fulfdled for any left Jordan chains \k,*, %:, . , , qkk*, 
. , ‘Pk*, of the manic matrix polynomial L(A) corresponding to the 
eigenvalues X, and &, respectively. 
Proof. Let the equation (2.1) hold with a hermitian block Hankel matrix 
H. The matrix H satisfies (2.5) where CM = CL* [since M(A) = L*(X)]. That is, 
C,X - XC: = diag[O,. . . ,O, W], (2.9) 
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where W = U - U*. Now note that any right Jordan chain {+j} of of L*(X) 
corresponding to an eigenvalue X, is a left Jordan chain {@jF} for L(K) 
associated with a. This, along with the solvability of (2.9), leads, by Theorem 
2.3, to the conditions (2.8). 
Conversely, if the conditions (2.8) with a matrix W such that R = (l/ i)W 
> 0 are fulfilled for the given L(X), then, by Theorem 2.3, the equation (2.9) 
is solvable and hence, as noted in [lo, Lemma lo], any its solution is a block 
Hankel matrix. Observe that (2.9) is equivalent to (2.2) and that any Lyapunov 
equation AX + XA* = C, C = C*, has a hermitian solution. Indeed, if X is a 
solution, then so are X* and consequently the hermitian matrix (X + X *)/2. 
Thus there exists a hermitian block Hankel solution H of the equation (2.9). 
According to the the inertia theorem mentioned above and applied to (2.2), 
the matrix H must be invertible. 
By Proposition 1.1, the solvability of (2.9) yields the equation (2.1) with 
the matrix U satisfying the first relation in (1.4). From the remark following 
Proposition 1.1 we deduce that in this case W = U - V* and hence the 
matrix U is strongly dissipative, as required. n 
Theorem 2.5 can be slightly modified on replacing (2.8) by the conditions 
CJZO+j*&k_j = 0, where { $]j*}, { 6]?} are left Jordan chains of the matrix 
polynomial R ‘/“L(A), where R = iW is positive definite. This follows from the 
fact_ that { %yR’/‘}, { &j*R’12} are left Jordan chains for L(X) and therefore 
+j*+p,_j = i%j*w9,_j. 
We also note that Theorem 2.5 can be easily restated in terms of right 
Jordan pairs of the manic matrix polynomial M(X) = L(X)* generated by the 
equation 
-H col( M,);::, = col( H,);:;’ (H2l-1 = q 
Our next result can be viewed as a Hankel analogue of the Szegii theorem 
on orthogonal polynomials [I4, 41. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Given a manic matrix polynomial L(A), there exists a 
positive de@nite block Hankel matrix H satisfying (2.1) with a strongly dissipa- 
tive matrix U if and only if all eigenvalues of L(A) are located in the open upper 
half plane. 
Proof. If the spectrum of L(X) . IS in the open half plane, then there are no 
symmetric pairs of eigenvalues. Hence Theorem 2.5 assures the existence of 
H satisfying (2.1) with a strongly dissipative U. Theorem 2.1 then shows that 
H must be positive definite. 
The converse statement follows directly from Theorem 2.1. n 
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Note that the right (respectively, left) Jordan chains of a scalar polynomial 
are of the form [l 0 *. . 0] (respectively, [I 0 . . * O]*). Hence the follow- 
ing consequence of Theorem 2.5, which can be viewed as an analogue of the 
first Krein theorem [7]. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Given a manic scalar polynomial L(X), there exists an 
invertible hermitian Hankel matrix H satisfying (2.1) with a strongly dissipative 
matrix U if and only if the polynomial L(A) h as no real eigenvalues and no pair 
of complex conjugate eigenvalues. n 
III. DISTRIBUTION OF SPECTRA WITH RESPECT TO THE 
UNIT CIRCLE 
Proceeding to the block Toeplitz case, let T denote a hermitian block 
Toeplitz matrix T = [T,_j]f,;iO with n x n blocks T_, = T$, k = 0, + 
1 + (1 - 1). Consider the Yule-Walker type equation ,...) - 
-[Lo L, ..* Lt_,]T= [V T,_, T,_2 *.A TI], (3.1) 
For a fixed nonsingular T, the manic matrix polynomial L(A) = J?l + xj_A”Lj 
generated by the equation in (3.1) depends only on the matrix V appearing on 
the right in (3.1). It is our concern now to obtain conditions on V such that 
certain spectral properties of L(h) can be described in terms of those of T and 
vice versa. 
As can be expected, these conditions are closely related to certain proper- 
ties of the (V*, V) extension of T called in the sequel a hermitian V-extension 
of T. 
We say that a hermitian V-extension ‘? of T is weakly positive (respec- 
tively, negative) definite if the Schur complement T/ T to T in T defined by 
?/T-To- [V T,_, .** 
is correspondingly a positive or negative definite matrix. Clearly, a weakly ^ 
definite hermitian extension T becomes definite if and only if T is definite. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let T be a nonsingular hermitian block Toeplitz matrix of 
order In x In with n x n blocks. Denote by L(A) the manic matrix polynomial 
generated by the solution of the equation (3.1). lf the matrix V produces a 
weakly positive definite extension of T, then L(X) has no eigenvalues on the unit 
circle and the number of its eigenvalues lying inside (respectively, outside) the 
unit circle is equal to the number of positive (respectively, negative) eigenvalues 
of T (the eigenvalues are counted with their multiplicities). 
Proof. According to Proposition 1.2, where U = V*, Mj = LT, the matrix 
T satisfies the Stein equation 
T - C,TC,* = diag[O, . . . ,O, W] 
with the (hermitian) matrix W satisfying (1.7). Now observe that 
W=Ta+ [V T[_, *** Tl] 
= T,,-[V Tt-, *** = TIT. 
Hence W > 0. Since the pair (CL, diag[O, . . . , 0, W]) with the full rank matrix 
W is controllable, the assertion of the theorem follows on applying the 
well-known inertia theorem (e.g., [9, p. 4531). n 
The dual result to that in Theorem 2.5 (and converse in certain sense to 
that in Theorem 3.1) is stated below. 
THEOREM 3.2. Given a manic matrix polynomial L(h), there exists an 
invertible hermitian block Toeplitz matrix T satisfying (3.1) with a matrix V 
generating a weakly positive definite extension ? of T if and only if for every 
symmetric pair of eigenvalues Ao,, &- ’ of L( A) (if any) the conditions 
jf.-.qFw-l’ii = o (k = min(kl+ k2))p (3.2) 
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where W = ‘?/T, are fulf%ed for any left Jordan chains qz, S,*, . . . , qk*, 
and +,*,@F,...,@k*, ofL(X) corresponding to the eigenvalues h, and &- ‘, 
respectively. 
Note that Theorem 3.2 can be slightly modified on replacing (3.2) by the 
conditions ~~Zo$j*&j = 0, where {*j*}, {&T} are left Jordan chains of the 
matrix polynomial W- ‘/‘I_( A). 
It will be shown later that Theorem 3.2 is equivalent to a known matrix 
generalization of the second Krein theorem on orthogonal polynomials. There- 
fore a direct proof of Theorem 3.2 is omitted. Note also that, similarly to 
Theorem 2.5, the statement of Theorem 3.2 can be easily reformulated in 
terms of right Jordan chains for L*(A) generated by the equation obtained by 
complex conjugation of (3.1). 
The following consequence of Theorem 3.2 is a version of the Szegii 
theorem on orthogonal polynomials [Id, 41. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Given a manic matrix polynomial L(X), there exists a 
positive definite block Toeplitz matrix T satisfying (3.1) with a matrix V 
generating a weakly positive dt$nite extension of T if and only if all eigenvalues 
of L(A) are inside the unit circle. 
In the scalar case the conditions (3.2) mean that there are no real or 
symmetric (with respect to the unit circle) eigenvalues of L(X). Hence 
COROLLARY 3.4. Given a manic scalar polynomial L(A), there exists an 
invertible hertnitian Toeplitz matrix T satisfying (3.1) with a matrix V generat- 
ing a weakly positive extension of T if and only if L( A) has no zeros on the unit 
circle and no pair of zeros that are symmetric with respect to the unit circle. 
We now show that the assertion of Theorem 3.2 is equivalent to the 
following matrix generalization of the second Krein theorem on orthogonal 
polynomials established in [6], where a comprehensive treatment of this and 
several related topics is given. For other proofs of the matrix Krein theorems 
see [l-3]. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let the block column matrix X = col( Xj)& where Xje 
C n Xn for all j and X, > 0, be given. Then there exists an invertible (1 + 1) n x 
(1 + 1)n hermitian block Toeplitz matrix T with n x n blocks, satisfying the 
equation 
f col( Xj)f+ = col( 6ajI);,,, (3.31 
.([g] q$!M a.mduroa) sp+uouAIod ~euo%oq~.~o uo rualoaql u!a.~)l (x!.r~sm) 
JS.IIJ aq$ kXlIO3~q 04 p~~~~“UI-‘OjLll aq UB3 1’s UIELIO~q~ L&M .U?I!UI!S E UI 
‘SF 
pue z’c swa.roaqL jo amaIm!nba aq$ ampap 01 lap.10 u! 9 o S, sanIemaS!a 
aqJ a~_Ui?ua.I 01 MOU Su~UK3.I $1 ‘s( 0~ Supuodsa.moa (y)7,,,IM j0 u!eq3 
uep.~ol ~jal e s! {$a} ‘luaIe+nba si $EqM ‘.IO .4( OJ 8mpuodsallo~ (y)7 jo 
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